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Marine Debris & Microplastics:
Sources & Solutions for Coastal Virginia

It is an ongoing threat to our
environment, navigation safety,
the economy, and human health,
because trash generated on land
far from coastal waters eventually
ends up as marine debris
(Figure 1). The NOAA Marine
Debris Program (marinedebris.
noaa.gov) was authorized by
Congress through the Marine
Debris Research, Prevention, and
Reduction Act, signed into law in
2006 and amended in 2012. This
program’s mission is to investigate
and prevent the adverse impacts
of marine debris. One avenue
for implementation is through
Marine debris has long been Coastal Zone Management
recognized as a global concern. Programs in each state.

veryone familiar with
Virginia’s tidal shorelines
knows that our beaches,
wetlands, and shallow waters
are trashed with litter and debris.
Urban and developed shorelines
in particular have large amounts
of trash constantly present
even after periodic removal by
litter control efforts. Remote
marsh islands and shorelines far
removed from development are
also impacted by marine debris.
Where does all this trash come
from and what can be done about
it?

Figure 1. Trash dumped on land near wetlands, waterways and shorelines easily finds its way into coastal waters to become marine debris.

‘Marine debris’ is defined
as any persistent solid
material that is manufactured
or processed and directly or
indirectly, intentionally or
unintentionally, disposed of
or abandoned into the
marine environment or the
Great Lakes. – National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)
Marine debris was ranked as
a high priority by the Virginia
Coastal Zone Management
Program during the FY 2011 – 2015
coastal
needs
assessment.
Several thousand Virginians
are involved in litter prevention,
education, and cleanup projects.
Virginia was the first coastal
state to adopt a voluntary Marine
Debris Reduction Plan. The
Center for Coastal Resources
Management at the Virginia
Institute of Marine Science
(CCRM-VIMS) is a partner
with other academic institutions,
government agencies, nonprofits,
community groups, industry, and
students to address this coastal
problem and helped develop
the Virginia Marine Debris
Reduction Plan.
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Marine Debris Sources
A large majority of marine debris comes from land-based sources, such as
litter tossed along roadsides, overflowing garbage cans, illegal dumping,
and improper disposal or management of construction waste. Beverage
and food containers, plastic straws, cigarette butts, and other trash are
then washed into streams, rivers, estuaries, and the ocean when it rains
and when there is tidal flooding. Light items, such as styrofoam, plastic
grocery bags and helium-filled balloons, can travel for miles in the air
before landing in waterways (Figure 2).

Consistent Top 5 Items in
Virginia’s Coastal Cleanups
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cigarettes/Cigarette Filters
Beverage Bottles (Plastic)
Bags
Food Wrappers/Containers
Beverage Cans

Figure 2. Land-based sources of
marine debris are washed or transported by air into coastal waters,
like this helium-filled balloon.

Water-based sources of marine debris include fishing gear, such as
nets, crab pots, and fishing line, as well as abandoned vessels (Figure 3).
Products used for shellfish aquaculture can become marine debris if they
are washed out during storms or discarded, such as clam netting, oyster
bags, floats, and cages. Trash is also intentionally or accidentally released
by recreational boaters, cruise ships, merchant vessels, and military ships.
At the land-water interface, deteriorating shoreline structures, such as old
piers, wharves, and bulkheads, can break apart and become marine debris.
Some of these were constructed many years ago with creosote and arsenic
treated lumber. Legal at the time, these toxic chemicals may be released
as the debris deteriorates.
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Figure 3. Derelict fishing gear such as these lost crab pots is a water-based
source of marine debris.
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Marine Debris Impacts
The most familiar impact from marine
debris is wildlife entanglement and
ingestion. There are many documented
cases of marine animals that died
because they ate or became entangled
in marine debris, such as a young
female sei whale that died near
Portsmouth, Virginia in August 2014.
A necropsy revealed the animal had
ingested a large sharp piece of rigid,
black plastic eventually identified to be
a piece of a DVD case that damaged
the whale’s stomach lining. Sea turtles
ingest items that look like jellyfish and
other natural prey, such as balloons
and bags.
“Ghost fishing” by derelict fishing
gear is another type of marine debris
impact. During a 6-year study, CCRM
researchers quantified the capture of
over 31,000 blue crabs, fish, birds, and
turtles in lost crab pots that continued
to catch and kill animals (Figure 4).
Wildlife impacts from marine debris are
not limited to aquatic animals. Osprey
sometimes collect marine debris and
bring it back to their nests, which
can entangle or be ingested by their
nestlings (Figure 5). In 2015, rescuers
helped a young osprey entangled in a
plastic bag after its predicament was
observed on the VIMS Osprey Cam.
Other marine debris impacts with
examples are listed in Table 1.

Figure 4. These croakers and blue crabs
were captured and killed in a lost crab
pot, which is an economic loss for the
seafood industry.
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Marine Debris
Impacts

Examples

Wildlife
ingestion

•

Debris items mistaken for food

•

Debris attached to natural prey items &
ingested

Wildlife
entanglement
& ghost fishing

•

Young osprey entangled in nest debris

•

Derelict fishing gear, balloon ribbons,
wrapped around marine mammals, birds &
sea turtles

•

Lost or abandoned nets & traps that
continue to catch and kill animals

Habitat damage •

Vessel damage
& navigation
hazards
Economic loss

Alien species
transport

Smothering of wetland vegetation (Figure 6)

•

Bottom scour by heavy derelict fishing gear

•

Entanglement & crushing of deep-sea corals

•

Direct strikes

•

Propeller entanglement

•

Clogged intakes

•

Seafood trapped & killed by derelict fishing
gear

•

Littered beaches less attractive for tourism

•

Litter removal & beach sweeping costs

•

Litter prevention & recycling coordinators

•

Non-native species attached to debris &
moved beyond natural range

Table 1. Different types of marine debris impacts with examples
Source: NOAA Marine Debris Program

Figure 5. This osprey nest has
a plastic bag and a piece of rope
which can entangle nestlings.

Figure 6. Pieces of an improperly
designed bulkhead smothering
tidal marsh vegetation.
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Plastics In Particular
Reports and scientific studies often mention that a majority of marine debris is made up of plastics. According to
the Virginia Marine Debris Reduction Plan, the amount of plastics generated in the United States has risen sharply
since 1960 and one-third of this plastic material becomes single-use disposable packaging (Table 2). Not much of
this material is recovered and recycled, and a lot of it finds its way to rivers, coastal waters, and the ocean.
Acronym

Full Name

Common Examples of Marine Debris

PET (PETE)

Polyethylene terephthalate

Soda bottles

PS

Polystyrene (solid & foam)

Take-out food containers, disposable cutlery

PE

Polyethylene

Plastic bags

HDPE

High-density polyethylene

Detergent bottles

PVC

Polyvinyl chloride

Plumbing pieces, fishing gear

PP

Polypropylene

Drinking straws

PA

Polyamide (nylon)

Toothbrushes

PES

Polyester

Polyester clothing

Table 2. Common plastic types and examples of items commonly found in marine debris
Source: NOAA Marine Debris Program

Plastic marine debris is a major environmental concern for a number of reasons: the large quantity of plastic
debris, the long-lasting nature of plastics, the resemblence of plastics to natural prey items of marine animals, and
the toxicity of chemical additives used to give plastics certain properties. VIMS Professor Robert Hale has been
researching the fate of persistent, bioaccumulative, and toxic chemicals in plastics, such as antimicrobials, external
lubricants, flame retardants, fragrances, pigments, light stabilizers, reinforcements, and others. As large plastic
items break apart into smaller pieces and the surface area of each particle increases, Dr. Hale has discovered that
these chemicals are then released into the surrounding environment (Marine Debris Summit presentation, 2013).
Adding to this problem is the fact that some chemical pollutants released into the ocean are hydrophobic, meaning
they repel water. These chemicals will adhere to plastics floating in seawater making the debris even more toxic.
This is why researchers are studying whether the compounds used in manufacturing plastics and the chemicals
that adhere to plastic debris have any lethal and sub-lethal impacts (Virginia Marine Debris Reduction Plan,
2014). There is also growing evidence and concern that harmful chemicals may be moving up the food chain into
seafood eventually consumed by humans.
Plastic shotgun wads are just one type of plastic marine debris item
collected during beach cleanups (Figure 7). “Wad” refers to a component
of a shotgun shell that is used to separate the shot (pellets) from the
powder. While the shotgun shell or casing is ejected near the shotgun,
the wad is fired out of the barrel along with the pellets and is very difficult
to recover. Hunters generally recover spent shells or casings but, due
to the range of shotguns, there is no practical way to recover the spent,
non-degradable plastic shotgun wads. Plastic wads have been found in
the stomachs of ocean foraging birds, including albatross, presumably
due to their resemblance to squid, a common food item. Over time the Figure 7. Plastic shotgun wads collected
spent plastic wads can fragment into smaller and smaller pieces.
during beach clean-ups
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Microplastics: A Big Problem in Small Particles
Recent studies of marine debris
found that zones of visible plastic
accumulation are dominated by small
particles. Like shotgun wads, most
plastics degrade and fragment over
time into smaller and smaller pieces.
The quantity of ‘microplastics’
may be underestimated because
they pass through the large mesh
of sampling nets used to collect
and quantify marine debris.
‘Microplastics’ are the
fragments, pellets, sheets, fibers,
microbeads and polystyrene
that begin as improperly
discarded plastic bottles and
trash that get washed into
our waterways. At less than
five millimeters in length,
they are nearly imperceptible.
– Chesapeake Bay Program
Microplastics result from either
(1) the breakdown of larger
plastic debris over a prolonged
period of time through biological,
chemical, and physical processes;
or (2) commercial production
as microspheres or microbeads.

Manufactured microbeads are made
of non-degradable plastics such as
polyethylene, polypropylene, and
polystyrene. They are widely used
in cosmetics, suncare, skincare, and
household cleanser products, as well
as industrial sand blasting. Some
cosmetic formulas can contain as
much as 25% microbeads (CCRM
Microbead Fact Sheet, 2014).
Plastic microbeads used in
cosmetics and cleansers are not
always captured by wastewater
treatment screens. They do have a
hydrophobic characteristic, which
means some microbeads likely attach
to other sewage particulate material.
Yet recent studies have discovered
that some microbeads are passing
through
wastewater
treatment
systems into estuarine and marine
ecosystems. Once they enter the
aquatic environment, the buoyancy,
size, and longevity of microbeads
within the water column affects the
aquatic food chain. They can be
ingested by small animals like filterfeeders, detritivores, deposit feeders,
and planktivores.
Laboratory

“A concern with microplastics is
that they’re even more widely
dispersed, and small enough
to be eaten by a much more
diverse group of organisms. Once
ingested, these compounds and
anything they’ve absorbed can be
magnified up the food chain.”
– Dr. Kirk Havens, VIMS Research
Associate Professor in CCRM
studies have shown microbead
ingestion by small marine biota that
transfer to larger animals that prey
on them (Figure 8). Microplastics or
their derivatives have been reported
in mussels, crabs, fish, and baleen
whales (CCRM Microbead Fact
Sheet, 2014).

ingested plastic microbeads

Figure 8. A bamboo worm ingested
microbeads during a CCRM-VIMS
laboratory experiment.

Marine Debris Research at CCRM

The Center for Coastal Resources Management is engaged in research to better understand the marine debris
problem and provide tools for resource managers to retrieve or reduce marine debris.
•

Derelict pier & bulkhead locations in shoreline inventories & CCRMP Interactive Map Viewers
http://ccrm.vims.edu/ccrmp

•

Derelict crab pot location & retrieval
http://ccrm.vims.edu/marine_debris_removal/index.html

•

Eastern diamondback terrapin bycatch reduction
http://ccrm.vims.edu/research/mapping_surveying/terrapin/index.html

•

Biodegradable solutions: VIMS researchers have identified one class of polymer that has the requisite
characteristics to provide a commercially viable, biodegradable alternative to current generation plastic
microbeads and other products*.
(*The College of William & Mary has filed a patent application covering certain types of PHA microbeads
in personal care formulations and, in accordance with university policy, researchers share in any net revenues.)
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Virginia Marine Debris Reduction Plan
In order to address the marine debris pollution problem, the Virginia Coastal Zone Management Program
sponsored a report titled “Developing a Marine Debris Reduction Plan for Virginia” (2014). This effort was
led by Longwood University’s Clean Virginia Waterways program with CCRM scientists on the leadership
team and with input from a variety of scientific experts and stakeholders. The over-arching goal of the Virginia
Marine Debris Reduction Plan is “to reduce the amount of trash and marine debris from land-based and waterbased sources in Virginia waters through prevention, interception, innovation, and removal for ecological,
social, and economic benefits.” A list of implementation goals and strategies was then developed based on five
broad categories (Table 3). A copy of the report and more information is available at the Virginia Coastal Zone
Management program web site.
http://www.deq.state.va.us/Programs/CoastalZoneManagement/CZMIssuesInitiatives/MarineDebris.aspx
Virginia Marine Debris Reduction Plan Goals
Program Leadership
Prevention
Intercept
Innovate
Remove, Clean Up, & Mitigate

• Pursue a collaborative and coordinated approach through a Virginia
Marine Debris Advisory Committee of partners.
• Reduce marine debris through source reduction, prevention, & by
targeting specific groups.
• Reduce marine debris by intercepting litter at storm drains.
• Reduce marine debris through innovation of materials, designs,
practices, equipment and recovery.
• Reduce marine debris by removing and cleaning up litter and debris
items and mitigate the impacts of marine debris.

Table 3. Implementation Goals of the Virginia Marine Debris Reduction Plan

What Can You Do to Help?
No matter which watershed you live, work, or play
in, there is something that everyone can do to reduce
the amount of litter and clean up Virginia’s shorelines,
beaches, wetlands, and coastal waters.
1. Review Virginia’s Marine Debris Reduction Plan
to see which strategies you can assist with, such as
finding alternatives to releasing balloons.
2. Learn about existing programs to track and
retrieve debris, such as shoreline cleanups, the
CCRM-VIMS derelict crab pot location and
retrieval project, monofilament fishing line
recycling stations, and marine debris tracker app
http://www.marinedebris.engr.uga.edu/ (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Derelict crab pots are located and removed
from the water through collaboration between commercial watermen, CCRM-VIMS scientists, and the Virginia
Marine Resources Commission.

3. Participate in these programs where and when you
can and encourage others to do the same.
Successfully solving this problem will depend on
voluntary and collaborative actions by all of Virginia’s
citizens and visitors (Figure 10). For more ideas on
what you can do to help, see Table 4, on page 7.
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Figure 10. Individual volunteers are essential to help
clean up Virginia’s wetlands & coastal waters. This
VIMS volunteer is doing her part in the Teaching Marsh.
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Shoreline Managers

Marinas & Boaters

• Grant permits only for necessary
& properly designed shoreline
structures

• Accept garbage from vessels that
normally do business with you

• Encourage the removal of derelict
piers, bulkheads, & abandoned
vessels

• Conduct regular trash pickup within
marina and along shoreline

• Find out if local stream and
shoreline cleanups are happening, if
not try to start one

• Don’t let trash get thrown or blown
overboard. If trash blows overboard,
retrieve it & dispose of properly on
shore

• Ask your local government to
participate in marine debris reduction • Recycle monofilament fishing line
strategies, e.g., stormwater litter
through VMRC & DGIF program
capture

All Citizens
• Organize or volunteer for a cleanup
in your area, e.g., Virginia Waterways
Cleanup, held annually September 1
– October 31
• Buy products without plastic or
excessive packaging
• Encourage the use of cigarette
receptacles at your business, school,
& church
• Purchase refreshments in recyclable
containers and recycle them

• Require proper handling & disposal
of coastal construction debris

• Reduce waste in your daily operations • Use alternatives to balloon releases

• Alert local cleanup programs to
shorelines with debris problems

• Don’t toss cigarette butts overboard,
the filters contain plastic fibers.

• Pack food in reusable containers

Table 4. Possible actions by different groups to help reduce marine debris in Virginia

Marine Debris Web Sites & Additional Information
Virginia Marine Debris Reduction Plan VA Coastal Zone Management Program
http://www.deq.state.va.us/Programs/CoastalZoneManagement/CZMIssuesInitiatives/MarineDebris.aspx
Clean Virginia Waterways Longwood University
http://www.longwood.edu/cleanva/Index.html
Virginia Clean Marina Program VIMS Marine Advisory Services
http://www.virginiacleanmarina.com/
Cigarette Litter Prevention Program Keep America Beautiful
http://preventcigarettelitter.org/
Stream to Sea Initiative American Canoe Association
http://www.americancanoe.org/StreamtoSea
NOAA Marine Debris Program NOAA National Ocean Service
http://marinedebris.noaa.gov/

Source: HR Green Keep America Beautiful

Microplastics Photo Essay Chesapeake Bay Program
http://www.chesapeakebay.net/blog/post/photo_essay_microplastics_in_the_chesapeake_bay
Fishing Line Recycling Sites in Virginia VA Department of Game & Inland Fisheries
http://www.dgif.virginia.gov/fishing/fishing-line-recycling/
Trash Free Potomac Watershed Initiative Alice Ferguson Foundation
http://fergusonfoundation.org/trash-free-potomac-watershed-initiative/
Every Little Bit Counts: Microplastics Plague Chesapeake Waters Bay Journal, January 19, 2015
http://www.bayjournal.com/article/every_little_bit_counts_microplastics_plague_chesapeake_waters
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Some of the desired outcomes of the Virginia Marine Debris Reduction Plan related to policy and
regulation include:
1. A review of possible legislation and regulatory options.
2. A joint coordinated request to the General Assembly from multiple localites and citizen
groups seeking authority to address litter items of local concern.

Other Potential Legislative Actions Related to Marine Debris
(Source: VA Marine Debris Reduction Plan)

•

Support increased enforcement of Virginia’s current laws regarding littering, illegal dumping,
waste management, stormwater runoff, and releasing more than 50 non-biodegradable balloons
inflated with a substance lighter than air.

•

Identify existing and potential revenue streams to sustain statewide marine debris and litter
prevention, such as: Virginia Clean Marina Program, Virginia Department of Game and Inland
Fisheries & Virginia Marine Resources Commission’s monofilament fishing line recycling
program, local litter control and recycling coordinators, Virginia Department of Conservation and
Recreation’s Adopt-A-Stream, and others.

•

Discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) are regulated, and the
regulations include “floatables” which include most littered trash items made of plastic. Find
ways to assist MS4 permittees in reaching their permit goals by preventing litter from entering
storm drains.

•

Reduce legal and administrative barriers to adopting alternative materials and practices.

•

Review options for updating the Virginia Litter & Recycling Tax which has not been raised since
it was passed in 1976.

CCRM-VIMS
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